One life to ride a motorcycle journey the high himalayas ajit harisinghani

began as a grand adventure storm tells the story of a trip that quickly became a tumultuous test of endurance when the baltic states of the former soviet union opened up allen and his girlfriend suzanne were drawn to the prospect of traveling together once again setting out on a motorcycle the two seasoned travelers rode through germany denmark and sweden to the arctic circle then on to finland russia estonia latvia lithuania and poland though they d been together for seven years and thought they knew what to expect from an extended road trip they couldn t foresee the unrelenting natural elements shifts in once shared dreams or fissures in their relationship that lay ahead often darkly humorous storm reveals a couple s love and the fragility of human connections as it recounts the journey that became a test of both riders physical and emotional endurance riding towards me is the epic adventure story of jay kannaiyan who dropped everything he had in the us to ride his motorcyle back home to india by the longest possible route the journey took him three years and three months as he rode through latin america europe and africa finally reaching new delhi in 2013 jay and his motorcycle sandrina encountered mechanical meltdowns remote mayan villages weeks of high altitude desert isolation caribbean and atlantic voyages humility friendship and landscapes that almost destroyed the bike and jay s spirit his go with the flow attitude and engineering background deliver a story of global trails and an adventuring insight that brought him fame amongst the off road motorcycling fraternity before his journey was even complete jeremy kroeker is a mennonite with a motorcycle he doesn t have a funny beard and he s never even driven a buggy but his family hails from the same mennonite community that miriam toews fictionalized in a complicated kindness from childhood through college kroeker attended christian schools where he learned to think critically back to predetermined conclusions years later when his faith begins to unravel kroeker stops short of tossing it all aside choosing instead to leave every unanswered question hanging there on the edge of his mind he might have gotten away with it too except for a drunken resolution that forces the issue of god back into his life in the fall of 2007 kroeker decides to ride his motorcycle across europe and into the theocratic nation of iran a nation ruled by god in the end kroeker finds himself on a forbidden visit to the holiest muslim shrine in all of iran once inside invisible hands reach into kroeker s chest and rip from his heart a sincere prayer his first in many years and god hears that prayer for before kroeker can escape mashhad god steals into his hotel room one night to threaten him with death at least that s one way to look at it throughout the narrative kroeker swings from dogmatic belief in god to overwhelming doubt before finally deciding that the key to approaching god is humility he understands that uncertainty is not only an acceptable state of mind when considering the divine but it is necessary he will always fear god but who knows perhaps if he keeps riding one of these days god will speak clearly and that frightens him too a journalist s travelogue of war torn sri lanka brings refreshing clarity and enlightenment to our understanding of terrorism robert young pelton armed with a map and a motorcycle mark stephen meadows ventures to sri lanka s war zone to interview terrorists generals and heroin dealers on their own terms he seeks only to understand the conflict and witness the civil war s effects on the country as he travels north through colombo kandy and the damaged city of jaffna meadows discovers an island of beauty and abundance ground down by three decades of war he is invited into an ancient culture where he learns to trap an elephant weave rope from coconut husks cast out devils and even have afternoon tea with terrorists meadows story and take on the war elements shifts in once shared dreams or fissures in their relationship that lay ahead often darkly humorous storm reveals a couple s love and the fragility of human connections as it recounts the journey that became a test of both riders physical and emotional endurance riding towards me is the epic adventure story of jay kannaiyan who dropped everything he had in the us to ride his motorcyle back home to india by the longest possible route the journey took him three years and three months as he rode through latin america europe and africa finally reaching new delhi in 2013 jay and his motorcycle sandrina encountered mechanical meltdowns remote mayan villages weeks of high altitude desert isolation caribbean and atlantic voyages humility friendship and landscapes that almost destroyed the bike and jay s spirit his go with the flow attitude and engineering background deliver a story of global trails and an adventuring insight that brought him fame amongst the off road motorcycling fraternity before his journey was even complete jeremy kroeker is a mennonite with a motorcycle he doesn t have a funny beard and he s never even driven a buggy but his family hails from the same mennonite community that miriam toews fictionalized in a complicated kindness from childhood through college kroeker attended christian schools where he learned to think critically back to predetermined conclusions years later when his faith begins to unravel kroeker stops short of tossing it all aside choosing instead to leave every unanswered question hanging there on the edge of his mind he might have gotten away with it too except for a drunken resolution that forces the issue of god back into his life in the fall of 2007 kroeker decides to ride his motorcycle across europe and into the theocratic nation of iran a nation ruled by god in the end kroeker finds himself on a forbidden visit to the holiest muslim shrine in all of iran once inside invisible hands reach into kroeker s chest and rip from his heart a sincere prayer his first in many years and god hears that prayer for before kroeker can escape mashhad god steals into his hotel room one night to threaten him with death at least that s one way to look at it throughout the narrative kroeker swings from dogmatic belief in god to overwhelming doubt before finally deciding that the key to approaching god is humility he understands that uncertainty is not only an acceptable state of mind when considering the divine but it is necessary he will always fear god but who knows perhaps if he keeps riding one of these days god will speak clearly and that frightens him too a journalist s travelogue of war torn sri lanka brings refreshing clarity and enlightenment to our understanding of terrorism robert young pelton armed with a map and a motorcycle mark stephen meadows ventures to sri lanka s war zone to interview terrorists generals and heroin dealers on their own terms he seeks only to understand the conflict and witness the civil war s effects on the country as he travels north through colombo kandy and the damaged city of jaffna meadows discovers an island of beauty and abundance ground down by three decades of war he is invited into an ancient culture where he learns to trap an elephant weave rope from coconut husks cast out devils and even have afternoon tea with terrorists meadows story and take on the war elements shifts in once shared dreams or fissures in their relationship that lay ahead often darkly humorous storm reveals a couple s love and the fragility of human connections as it recounts the journey that became a test of both riders physical and emotional endurance riding towards me is the epic adventure story of jay kannaiyan who dropped everything he had in the us to ride his motorcyle back home to india by the longest possible route the journey took him three years and three months as he rode through latin america europe and africa finally reaching new delhi in 2013 jay and his motorcycle sandrina encountered mechanical meltdowns remote mayan villages weeks of high altitude desert isolation caribbean and atlantic voyages humility friendship and landscapes that almost destroyed the bike and jay s spirit his go with the flow attitude and engineering background deliver a story of global trails and an adventuring insight that brought him fame amongst the off road motorcycling fraternity before his journey was even complete jeremy kroeker is a mennonite with a motorcycle he doesn t have a funny beard and he s never even driven a buggy but his family hails from the same mennonite community that miriam toews fictionalized in a complicated kindness from childhood through college kroeker attended christian schools where he learned to think critically back to predetermined conclusions years later when his faith begins to unravel kroeker stops short of tossing it all aside choosing instead to leave every unanswered question hanging there on the edge of his mind he might have gotten away with it too except for a drunken resolution that forces the issue of god back into his life in the fall of 2007 kroeker decides to ride his motorcycle across europe and into the theocratic nation of iran a nation ruled by god in the end kroeker finds himself on a forbidden visit to the holiest muslim shrine in all of iran once inside invisible hands reach into kroeker s chest and rip from his heart a sincere prayer his first in many years and god hears that prayer for before kroeker can escape mashhad god steals into his hotel room one night to threaten him with death at least that s one way to look at it throughout the narrative kroeker swings from dogmatic belief in god to overwhelming doubt before finally deciding that the key to approaching god is humility he understands that uncertainty is not only an acceptable state of mind when considering the divine but it is necessary he will always fear god but who knows perhaps if he keeps riding one of these days god will speak clearly and that frightens him too a journalist s travelogue of war torn sri lanka brings refreshing clarity and enlightenment to our understanding of terrorism robert young pelton armed with a map and a motorcycle mark stephen meadows ventures to sri lanka s war zone to interview terrorists generals and heroin dealers on their own terms he seeks only to understand the conflict and witness the civil war s effects on the country as he travels north through colombo kandy and the damaged city of jaffna meadows discovers an island of beauty and abundance ground down by three decades of war he is invited into an ancient culture where he learns to trap an elephant weave rope from coconut husks cast out devils and even have afternoon tea with terrorists meadows story and take on the war elements shifts in once shared dreams or fissures in their relationship that lay ahead often darkly humorous storm reveals a couple s love and the fragility of human connections as it recounts the journey that became a test of both riders physical and emotional endurance
book about the healing power of travel and motorcycling through an unknown landscape fully illustrated with the photographs the author took while on the journey when his wife died tragically ian rogers decided that to travel from london to magadan in russia would be his road to healing and recovery completing the road of bones on a motorcycle would be an escape route from the helplessness he had felt as he had nursed his wife through the cancer that he would in the end lose her to it took him away from his work his family his normal life and gave him the time to grieve and put his world in perspective no windows no automatic transmission no metal box protection and absolutely no safety belt motorcycling fills your senses wind rain sunshine smells and with your eyes always on the prize be it the idiot road users in built up areas or mile upon mile of breath taking mongolian wilderness join the author for a journey of discovery through 15 countries 11 time zones and 30 000 kilometres of europe central asia and the far east an adventure story as well as a hommage to the author s wife this is diary of a journey to places people do not normally think of visiting or know anything about it s good to have an end to journey towards but it is the journey that matters in the end ursula le guin author a compellingly narrated thrillingly portrayed account account of an epic motorcycle journey taken in 2014 from singapore to sweden over 100 days philip s aim to increase breast cancer awareness makes it more than the run of the mill adventure holiday but a ride with a cause written as an internal monologue much in keeping with long motorcycle rides where hours are spent alone in a helmet with one s thoughts this chronicle runs through 17 countries and the entire sweep of the silk road the motorcycles give the author an immediate access to different peoples and cultures with a unique chance to meet breast cancer patients across different asian countries time pressures in order to meet collaborators leads to mental collapse and near failure as he falters from a mental breakdown and perseveres it makes this journey more about cancer survival than ever intended travelling across india on a motorcycle is an intimate way to get acquainted with its myriad cultures each with their unique beliefs and lifestyle one life to ride takes you across the hot and dusty plains of india to the highest motorable road in the world the fabled khardung la in ladakh along the way you ll meet sufi saints fake fakirs and homesick soldiers you ll come away feeling exhilarated entertained and yes also exhausted by the physical arduousness of the motorcycle ride witty reflective and honest one life to ride is a daring real life adventure guaranteed to keep you turning the pages intrepid journalist patrick symmes sets off on his bmw r80 g s in search of the people and places in ernesto che guevara s classic motorcycle diaries seeking out his own adventure as an intrepid chronicler the icon che would become symmes retraces the future revolutionary s path and on the way he runs out of gas in an argentine desert talks a peruvian guerrilla out of taking him hostage wipes out in the andes and in cuba drinks himself blind with che s travel partner alberto granado here is the unforgettable story of a wanderer s quest for food shelter and wisdom here too is the portrait of a continent whose dreams of utopia give birth not only to freedom fighters but also to tyrants whose methods include torture and mass killing masterfully detailed insightful chasing che transfixes us with the glory of the open road where man and machine traverse the unknown in search of the spirit s keenest desires nobody can possibly prepare for everything that happens on a motorcycle journey but most people don t throw themselves into the deep end with almost no preparation at all that s just what heather sinclair decided to do after losing her job she bought a motorcycle and shipped it to the far side of the planet the only way out is through is a story of the highs and lows of solo motorcycle travel of overcoming obstacles and of the people that one meets on the way over the span of six months alison delapp rode a kawasaki klr 650 through thirteen latin american countries through photography and brief narrative she shares her journey which covered more than 16 000 miles between los angeles usa and ushuaia argentina reports from the gonzo frontier of motorcycle travel from dakar to ghana to south africa then on to north and south america from the pre eminent biker rebel writer of our generation a solo motorcycle ride across india and into bhutan becomes much more than just a test of physical endurance when 57 year old pune based speech therapist ajit harisinghani decides to go in the pursuit of that most elusive of all human desires happiness with the idea of bhutan s gross national happiness on his mind he traverses a potpourri of terrain riding through landscapes that change daily from arid land to verdant fields from jungles with glimpses of elephants and tigers to tea gardens along the way he meets a yogi and his singing goat explores ancient caves is frightened in a wild life sanctuary sees a schizophrenic bicycle and helps a police inspector overcome his stammering problem a variety of experiences later he is finally in thimpu where a buddhist monk reveals the road map to being happy a funny honest and entertaining real life adventure story that promises to surprise shock and perhaps even liberate through humor whimsical story telling and spiritual insight joseph fehlen shares his journey of becoming a motorcyclist at the age of 34 a man who left his family and motorcycle journey the high himalayas ajit harisinghani
career and perfectly normal life gets permission from his mom and wife trades in his car for a motorcycle and begins an adventure that teaches him lessons about life faith and what really matters most ride on is filled with a whole cast of endearing characters complemented by the intricacies of the motorcycle culture in a garage logic sort of way joseph interweaves the lessons he learned with those jesus modeled creating a tapestry of learning opportunities for the reader with uncanny clarity these real life situations will assist even those who have never ridden a motorcycle or even plan to experience one of life's greatest joys come and join him as you ride on keywords zen life situations will assist even those who have never ridden a motorcycle or even plan to experience one of life's greatest joys come and join him as you ride on keywords zen
chronicling and photographing his around the world adventures publishing 13 books on the subject including one previous title for motorbooks the majority of which have been manuals for touring specific locations or general how to tour by motorcycle books he has also produced 9 documentary dvds on the same subject but until now nothing in print has encompassed the entirety of his worldwide motorcycle adventures now for the first time he has written his on the road autobiography that captures the whole of his extraordinary travels in words and images down and out in patagonia kamchatka and timbuktu tells the amazing ongoing story of dr frazier one of the world s single most well traveled motorcyclists in 1999 todd lawson s brother sean died tragically of preventable cerebral malaria at the end of a motorcycle adventure through southern afica it left todd with a hole in his heart and in his life wracked with guilt over their joint decision to forgo antimalarial drugs and his own failure to grasp the gravity of the early signs of sean s ultimately fatal disease todd gets on with life but remains adrift until he meets christina a soulmate and like minded traveller together they embark on an audacious motorcycle trip in honour of sean s vagabond spirit embracing his preferred method of travel two wheels no technology all adventure riding from their home in whistler bc they sprinkle sean s ashes carried back to canada from afica inside the belly of a carved wooden elephant throughout every country in the americas although the 19 month 23 country odyssey delivers healing for todd and unparalleled off the beaten path adventure for the couple the biggest revelation of all is that they can t stop there they must return to afica to experience the continent as the brothers had this time however there will be a purpose delivering mosquito nets to vulnerable families suffering the ravages of malaria in isolated villages where nets are otherwise unavailable what begins as a way to truly honour the legacy of sean becomes an arms open exploration into the beauty of the natural world and the people living closest to it bitterly poignant inside the belly of an elephant takes readers on a full throttle adventure of spontaneity that wheels from harrowing tragedy to uplifting narratives that illuminate the power we all possess to rise up from the dark depths of the human condition independent pasts has a very large range of apeal it is a must read for all motorcycle enthusiasts as well as an insightful look at the process necessary to patch up relationships that have wandered off track the mother of the author insists that it tells an important story of the importance of good strong adult male relationships in a healthy way guaranteed to make you laugh out loud and shed a soft tear this adventure filled memoir is an easy read that you will not want to put down biking much more than getting to places on two wheels this book is an intimate account of a spiritual and cathartic journey in self examination as for many bikers the closeness they feel to their surroundings verges on the spiritual stranford lough is blessed with phenomenal a and b biking roads and has along its shores 7000 years of history visible at almost every turn the small slow paced towns transport one back in time as a previous director of archaeological excavations the author has both researched and published on the history of these sites and monuments at the same time he has sought to explore the feelings evoked by the tangible aura that the sites exude many travel books involve round the world or continental travels and are influenced by the likes of ted simon and sam manicom these exploits are beyond the means of many however this book demonstrates there is much to explore within ireland and the british isles let s start closer to home the russian far east that most remote of regions on this earth is also home to the notorious road of bones few people have travelled there and those who do usually travel in groups on well prepared bikes wikivoyage says this about the region the kolyma highway is one of the most dangerous roads in the world independent travel there is a serious adventure with the very real possibility of death the area is essentially lawless undeveloped barely populated and unbelievably remote every year dozens of people die in the region from drowning freezing car accidents starvation tick borne encephalitis alcohol poisoning fires crime wild animals or they just disappear lawrence bransby award winning author and motorcycle adventurer in his latest journey across russia the whole way this time rode the road of bones twice alone on an old dr350 that had been stored in a shed in kyrgyzstan for two years two fingers on the jugular is the story of this three month 20 000km journey told in the intimate style that has characterised all his previous adventure travel books javier gregorini traveled the entire american continent on his motorcycle leaving argentina and reaching alaska and then returning to his destination a unique and unparalleled journey an adventure that he began the same day he quit his job the day he began to live his dream he is a young man from the west of the province of buenos aires adventurous passionate and determined throughout a year he traveled unique paths unforgettable countries and met hundreds of people all gathered in a digital anecdote blog that he now decided to print with the edition of this issue here dear adventurous reader you will have the fortune of traveling with javier on his journey of remembering what he experienced like day that he had breakfast in honduras had lunch in el salvador and had dinner in guatemala of the nights in tents fire stations and friendly houses thousands of kilometers of anecdotes and an adventure that will mark him forever because on one life to ride a motorcycle journey the high himalayas ajit harisinghani
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Dreams are there to chase challenge and fulfill exploring a karmic network in 25 320 kilometres after twenty years in the Indian administrative service P G Tenzing throws off the staid life of a bureaucrat to roar across India on an Enfield Thunderbird travelling light with his possessions strapped on the back of his bike on the nine month motorcycle journey without a pre planned route or direction he encounters acquaintances who appear to be from his karmic past from the roadside barber to numerous waiters and mechanics fleeting human interactions and connections that seem pre ordained life on the road is full of pot holes in more ways than one but tzening acquires a wheelie sixth sense he is unfazed by suspicious hotel receptionists or other unkarmic sceptics who take one look at his dishevelled unkempt appearance and ask for an advance or a deposit or both tzening s views on life and death friendship and love are informed by a certain dark humour but his conviction that everything revolves around the sacred bond that humans share with each other and with the universe is deeply felt and inspiring sometime singer with a gangtok band a dabbler in vipassana meditation and a supporter of a monk s school at Mangan Sikkim P G Tenzing is self confessedly at a mid life crisis point and ready for all the adventures this world has to offer the road to koki jar is fine but at the end of the trip both the car and the driver will be destroyed advice from a local well it wasn t a car it was bikes a KLE500 and a KTM990 and by the end of the trip the KLE was pretty much trashed on their 3rd epic trip together Lawrence Bransby and his son Gareth head for the notorious Pamir highway the second highest highway in the world tucked deep in the Pamir mountains of Central Asia for those in the know this area has roads and tracks that can be defined as motorcycle adventure travel at its best and it didn t disappoint add to this river crossings landslides minefields heavy snow and with Afghanistan sometimes a mere twenty metres to your right this road is what adventure bike riding is all about there is no easy route to Kalaikhum either way will turn into a goat track or a muddy quagmire with the road climbing to altitude and clinging to the side of a cliff face and you ll not avoid a river crossing either landslides are almost as common as river crossings it takes you out of your comfort zone completely to regions where English is not spoken where the writing is completely unintelligible where you cannot afford to be ill or injured where freedom of movement is restricted and political stability can be a smokescreen it s an unpredictable road journey extremes abound whether it s the late winters and snowbound passes or natural disasters such as landslides and earthquakes what more could you ask for Kevin and Julie Sanders the world s great adventure motorcycle routes if you enjoyed there are no fat people in this story and freedom is not your state of mind you ve ventured into Russia three motorcycle journeys you ll love this third adventure motorcycle travelogue by Lawrence Bransby Lawrence Bransby now lives in Manchester after retiring from a lifetime of teaching in his spare time indulges his passion for long distance motorcycle travel and kayaking a ten thousand mile journey on the back of a Harley takes the author of Winterdance through the unexplored country of his own heart and life this book recounts the days of a motorcycle journey through 33 states and 3 countries during 1972 based on a diary of countless fun harsh scary and comical moments the reader rides with Jack and i from one end of the USA to the other a boyhood dream was put into motion by a flag draped coffin of JFK now the flags are flying again and i want to share the beauty of America through the national parks and historical sites of America baby boomers motorcycle riders travelers or anyone who wants to escape for a few hours will enjoy the nostalgic flavor of comparing gas prices to references of the feel of the country and just wandering what happens next the trip ends after 53 days but the journey lives on this is the special movie tie in edition of Che Guevara s Youthful Travel Diaries to coincide with the fall movie release 50 years after a motorcycle enthusiast began his 25 000 mile journey he realized that his daily journal would make an interesting retrospective book on life in simpler times instead of flying home at the end of World War II and the Korean War the author purchased a motorcycle and headed east nine months 23 countries 1 000 photographs and 685 journal pages later he completed his journey and the experience of a lifetime as he took the long way home a solo motorcycle journey that took Danell Lynn through all 50 states and Canada on a Triumph Bonneville and broke a Guinness World Record this is the raw blog book version of the story as she rode and experienced the ups and downs she blogged this is a collection of the stories written from the road over 50 000 miles of open road out running weather crashing on ice navigating forest service road 3 iron butts 1 GWR 1 AMA long rider award and so much more enjoy the ride the great ride of China a visual journey is a photo book documenting one couple s 146 day adventure around China on a single motorbike through images and three short stories the reader is taken on an unfettered journey across this multi faceted country with its five thousand year history and caught at a time of unprecedented economic change for four years during the 1970s Ted Simon rode a motorcycle around the world something no one had ever done before he described his adventures first in regular bulletins for the Sunday Times and then after his return in Jupiter s Travels a book that has become revered as a classic of travel writing published by Penguin Jupiter s Travels has sold nearly a million copies is a solo motorcycle journey the high Himalayas Ajit Harisinghani.
copies in the intervening years and has remained in print throughout that time. Remaining a strong seller even today, Ted Simon took a decent SLR camera on the trip but only a handful of his several thousand color photographs were included in Jupiter's Travels, these are now included in the book published to coincide with the 40th anniversary of his ground-breaking trip. Are you seeking for a book that is both entertaining and informative for your children aged 4 to 8 slow and easy does it a motorbike's journey to safe riding is a wonderfully illustrated children's book about Bruce, a young motorcycle that wants to travel fast and far but learns the value of being patient, confident, careful and safe when learning something new your children will learn essential life skills while having fun with Bruce through amusing rhymes and captivating illustrations. Slow and easy does it is the ideal book for teaching your children key qualities like safety, patience, and confidence in a fun and enjoyable way. It is an excellent addition to any early reader book collection, and it's ideal for bedtime stories or reading aloud to young children. Buy your kids an electronic copy of Slow and Easy Does It to keep the momentum going. David B. Jones weaves a rich narrative tapestry from the characters of his travel companions, the cultures and the people he meets along the way preferring to take the paths least trodden wherever possible. This book provides fresh and original perspectives on each of the countries and regions visited. The author is a keen biker who has owned a wide variety of modern and classic bikes both on road and off-road models. David has never owned a car and has adapted George Orwell's famous maxim from Animal Farm as his personal motto: Two wheels good, four wheels bad. Also, subscribe to the ride to work, work to ride philosophy. Motociclistas con dos cojones combines his passions for bikes travel and writing and this enthusiasm and excitement come through the writing on each page. You will have the same unwavering motivation to complete this page turning book covering 26 countries and more than 30,000 miles. Paul Emery, adventurer and first-time writer, did adventures here and there but longed to do something big and scary like Ranulph Fiennes had done. He went to the poles this desire sat in me like an unbalanced weight giving me a sense that i had to always keep moving and if i didn't something bad would happen. I didn't know what that bad thing was maybe it was a fear to be alone with just my thoughts but i was always on the go and a big expedition like riding a motorcycle unsupported around the world on my own might quell this urge and help me find some peace and let me have my own stories to share. I started writing An Unbalanced Weight and was ready to set out and ride my motorcycle tina around the world. From knife fights in Siberia to jail time in Kazakhstan, Paul quickly learnt the meaning of adventure after arriving back home in England. Paul recounts his tales of fear looking for home and ultimately facing himself on one of the greatest adventures ever told. He decided to ride his motorcycle across Africa, Heather Ellis is faced with a choice: go on one last adventure or wait for the inevitable. Diagnosed with HIV in London in 1995, when she was 20, Paul then spent 93 days traveling from Dubai to Devon and from Argentina to Alaska as well as a two-wheeled epic. It is also the story of personal growth and development for the author. The story that leaves the reader considering their own time less journey called life. It's a51
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motorcycle is undoubted the only satisfactory means of travel syracuse herald one must die sometime and to die with one's boots on is very noble carl stearns clancy while riding his motorcycle at night in spain 1913 this travelogue originally authored by clancy is for the avid motorcycle adventurist the travel dreamer thirsting for motorcycle touring clancy circled the globe during 1912 1913 on a 1912 motorcycle there were no gpss atms internet and often no gas roads or motorcycle repair shops it describes the first motorcycle global adventure ride by the man who survived a dream quest with his gun determination grit and guts edited by author dr gregory w frazier america s 1 extreme motorcycle adventurer who has raced ridden and repaired motorcycles over 1 000 000 miles and five times around the world best selling author journalist film producer and professional photographer frazier's works include 14 books and 10 films he says of motorcycle adventures i hate adventure that involves snakes or sharks
Storm
2010-07-31

begun as a grand adventure storm tells the story of a trip that quickly became a tumultuous test of endurance when the baltic states of the former soviet union opened up al\n\n\nand his girlfriend suzanne were drawn to the prospect of traveling together once again setting out on a motorcycle the two seasoned travelers rode through germany denmark and sweden to the arctic circle then on to finland russia estonia latvia lithuania and poland though they d been together for seven years and thought they knew what to expect from an extended road trip they couldn t foresee the unrelenting natural elements shifts in once shared dreams or fissures in their relationship that lay ahead often darkly humorous storm reveals a couple s love and the fragility of human connections as it recounts the journey that became a test of both riders physical and emotional endurance

Riding Towards Me
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riding towards me is the epic adventure story of jay kannaiyan who dropped everything he had in the us to ride his motorcycle back home to india by the longest possible route the journey took him three years and three months as he rode through latin america europe and africa finally reaching new delhi in 2013 jay and his motorcycle sandrina encountered mechanical meltdowns remote mayan villages weeks of high altitude desert isolation caribbean and atlantic voyages humility friendship and landscapes that almost destroyed the bike and jay s spirit his go with the flow attitude and engineering background deliver a story of global trails and an adventuring insight that brought him fame amongst the off road motorcycling fraternity before his journey was even complete

Through Dust and Darkness
2013-09-25

jeremy kroeker is a mennonite with a motorcycle he doesn t have a funny beard and he s never even driven a buggy but his family hails from the same mennonite community that miriam toews fictionalized in a complicated kindness from childhood through college kroeker attended christian schools where he learned to think critically back to predetermined conclusions years later when his faith begins to unravel kroeker stops short of tossing it all aside choosing instead to leave every unanswered question hanging there on the edge of his mind he might have gotten away with it too except for a drunken resolution that forces the issue of god back into his life in the fall of 2007 kroeker decides to ride his motorcycle across europe and into the theocratic nation of iran a nation ruled by god in the end kroeker finds himself on a forbidden visit to the holiest muslim shrine in all of iran once inside invisible hands reach into kroeker s chest and rip from his heart a sincere prayer his first in many years and god hears that prayer for before kroeker can escape mashhad god steals into his hotel room one night to threaten him with death at least that s one way to look at it throughout the narrative kroeker swings from dogmatic belief in god to overwhelming doubt before finally deciding that the key to approaching god is humility he understands that uncertainty is not only an acceptable state of mind when considering the divine but it is necessary he will always fear god but who knows perhaps if he keeps riding one of these days god will speak clearly and that frightens him too

Tea Time with Terrorists
2010-04-06

a journalist s travelogue of war torn sri lanka brings refreshing clarity and enlightenment to our understanding of terrorism robert young pelton armed with a map and a motorcycle mark stephen meadows ventures to sri lanka s war zone to interview terrorists generals and heroin dealers on their own terms he seeks only to understand the conflict and witness the civil war s effects on the country as he travels north through colombo kandy and the damaged city of jaffna meadows discovers an island of beauty and abundance ground down by three decades of war he is invited into an ancient culture where he learns to trap an elephant weave rope from coconut husks cast out devils and even have afternoon tea with terrorists meadow s story and take on the war
An epic motorbike ride from the UK through Europe, Asia, and Mongolia to the outer reaches of Siberia. A book about the healing power of travel and motorcycling through an unknown landscape fully illustrated with photographs. The author took while on the journey when his wife died tragically, Ian Rogers decided that to ride from London to Magadan in Russia would be his road to healing and recovery, completing the road of bones on a motorcycle would be an escape route from the helplessness he had felt as he had nursed his wife through the cancer that he would in the end lose her to it. It took him away from his work, his family, his normal life and gave him the time to grieve and put his world in perspective. No windows, no automatic transmission, no metal box protection, and absolutely no safety belt. Motorcycling fills your senses; wind, rain, sunshine, smells, and with your eyes always on the prize be it the idiot road users in built up areas or mile upon mile of breath-taking Mongolian wilderness. Join the author for a journey of discovery through 15 countries, 11 time zones, and 30,000 kilometres of Europe, Central Asia, and the Far East. An adventure story as well as a homage to the author's wife, this is a diary of a journey to places people do not normally think of visiting or know anything about it. It's good to have an end to journey towards but it is the journey that matters in the end. Ursula Le Guin, author.
homesick soldiers you'll come away feeling exhilarated and entertained and yes also exhausted by the physical arduousness of the motorcycle ride witty reflective and honest one life to ride is a daring real life adventure guaranteed to keep you turning the pages

Chasing Che

2011-07-13

intrepid journalist patrick symmes sets off on his bmw r80 g s in search of the people and places in ernesto che guevara s classic motorcycle diaries seeking out his own adventure as well as the legacy of the icon che would become symmes retraces the future revolutionary s path and on the way he runs out of gas in an argentine desert talks to a peruvian guerrilla out of taking him hostage wipes out in the andes and in cuba drinks himself blind with che s travel partner alberto granado here is the unforgettable story of a wanderer s quest for food shelter and wisdom here too is the portrait of a continent whose dreams of utopia give birth not only to freedom fighters but also to tyrants whose methods include torture and mass killing masterfully detailed insightful unforgettable chasing che transfixes us with the glory of the open road where man and machine traverse the unknown in search of the spirit s keenest desires

The Only Way Out Is Through

2021-05-20

nobody can possibly prepare for everything that happens on a motorcycle journey but most people don't throw themselves into the deep end with almost no preparation at all that's just what heather sinclair decided to do after losing her job she bought a motorcycle and shipped it to the far side of the planet the goal was to make it back home from indonesia to london whatever it took she had little riding experience and no mechanical knowledge and her journey turned out to be a harder task than she could have imagined the only way out is through is a story of the highs and lows of solo motorcycle travel of overcoming obstacles and of the people that one meets on the way

Chaos in Harmony

2014-09-15

over the span of six months alison delapp rode a kawasaki klr 650 through thirteen latin american countries through photography and brief narrative she shares her journey which covered more than 16 000 miles between los angeles usa and ushuaia argentina

Endless Horizon

2009-02-15

reports from the gonzo frontier of motorcycle travel from dakar to ghana to south africa then on to north and south america from the pre eminent biker rebel writer of our generation

The Living Road

2022-11-21

a solo motorcycle ride across india and into bhutan becomes much more than just a test of physical endurance when 57 year old pune based speech therapist ajit harisinghani decides to go in the pursuit of that most elusive of all human desires happiness with the idea of bhutan s gross national happiness on his mind he traverses a potpourri of terrain riding through landscapes that change daily from arid land to verdant fields from jungles with glimpses of elephants and tigers to tea gardens along the way he meets a yogi and his singing goat explores ancient caves is frightened in a wild life sanctuary sees a schizophrenic bicycle and helps a police inspector overcome his stammering problem a variety of experiences later he is finally in thimpu where a buddhist monk reveals the road map to being happy a funny honest and entertaining real life adventure story that promises to surprise shock and perhaps even liberate
**Ride On**

2012-12-14

to through humor whimsical story telling and spiritual insight joseph fehlen shares his journey of becoming a motorcyclist at the age of 34 a man with a family career and perfectly normal life gets permission from his mom and wife trades in his car for a motorcycle and begins an adventure that teaches him lessons about life faith and what really matters most ride on is filled with a whole cast of endearing characters complemented by the intricacies of the motorcycle culture in a garage logic sort of way joseph interweaves the lessons he learned with those jesus modeled creating a tapestry of learning opportunities for the reader with uncanny clarity these real life situations will assist even those who have never ridden a motorcycle or even plan to experience one of life s greatest joys come and join him as you ride on keywords zen and the art of motorcycle maintenance motorcycle club motorcycle adventure motorcycle man motorcycle diaries motorcycle travel motorcycle books motorcycle jesus

**Vishnu's Dream**

2020-05-16

a motorbike journey of hope and discovery being lost and found on byways and highways of south asia open to the spontaneity of each day and the unexpected turns of each new bend in the road

**Molded on a Motorcycle**

2022-07

molded on a motorcycle is more than the physical blending of man and machine the experiences and the people encountered while a rider is around or on motorcycles can influence how they will live

**The Longest Ride**

2007-03-15

for his eighth birthday emilio scotto received a world atlas promptly he announced his plan to make a route that would pass through all the countries of the world a route he named blue road one when some years later he found himself astride a black 1100 honda gold wing motorcycle blue road one beckoned and scotto set off on a journey that would last more than a decade take him virtually everywhere in the world and land him in the guinness book of world records this is his story a thrill ride that begins in his native argentina crosses panama in the tumultuous time of noriega mexico in the midst of an earthquake and finds him broke in l a where in a chance meeting muhammad ali gives him fifty dollars and a signed book breaching the iron curtain crossing the berlin wall at checkpoint charlie being blessed by the pope set upon by cannibals in sierra leone fleeing somalia on a freighter scotto s adventures would be unbelievable if they weren t true his tale of touring the world from tunisia to turkey petra to afghanistan yugoslavia to singapore traveling miles enough to take him to the moon and back is unlike any ever told come along for the ride of a lifetime

**The Middle Kingdom Ride**

2013-04

when canadian brothers colin pyle and ryan pyle set out from shanghai on a motorcycle journey that had never previously been attempted they thought they had some idea of what lay ahead of them it was a misconception that became evident by the end of day 1 but despite the many challenges they faced 65 days and 18 000 km later they d succeeded in circumnavigating china in an expedition of extremes colin and ryan visited the third lowest point on earth and slept at everest base camp beside its highest mountain in their book the middle kingdom ride colin and ryan take us with them as they travel through the diverse and extraordinary landscapes of china from its border with north korea to the ancient muslim city of kashgar across the vast empty spaces of the mongolian grasslands over the mountains and into the monasteries of tibet
Trail of the Dove

2000

in writing brutally frank and sharply humorous an elderly mother takes a last chance to strike a peace with her grown son by riding behind him on his motorcycle on a cross country journey

More Than a Motorcycle

2000-09-18

in the late 1980s harley davidson beat back an assault by japanese competitors and engineered a remarkable financial turnaround but it subsequently faced an even more formidable challenge maintaining and improving on its success in the absence of an external crisis to answer this challenge then ceo rich teerlink partnering with organizational consultant lee ozley threw out the top down strategies that had just saved the company and began building a different harley one that would be driven not by top management but by employees at every level what happened next is the stuff of turnaround legend more than a motorcycle is the story behind the story of the purposeful transformation of an american icon as told by the two individuals most deeply involved in that decade long process the book chronicles the victories and setbacks along harley s difficult journey from a traditional command and control culture to an open participative learning environment teerlink and ozley deliver three fundamental messages people are a company s only sustainable competitive advantage there is no quick fix to effect lasting beneficial organizational change and leadership is not a person but a process to which everyone must contribute they provide practical reality tested prescriptions for critical tasks like developing employee alignment building structures that support participation and implementing effective reward programs finally they draw lessons from the harley experience lessons about values trust and community that apply broadly to any business an against the odds story of a business road less traveled this book encourages today s leaders to look around the next bend and to give every employee a view of the road from the driver s seat

Down and Out in Patagonia, Kamchatka, and Timbuktu

2014-04-15

the first ever firsthand chronicle of dr gregory w frazier s never ending motorcycle ride a little over 40 years ago a man named gregory w frazier got on his motorcycle went for a ride and never returned he s still out there circumnavigating the globe exploring the jungles of asia in the winter trout fishing in alaska in the summer and covering all points in between during the rest of the year he s been shot at by rebels jailed by unfriendly authorities bitten by snakes run over by pamplona bulls and smitten by a product of adam s rib he s circled the globe five times and has covered well over one million miles and counting during those past four decades dr frazier has been chronicling and photographing his around the world adventures publishing 13 books on the subject including one previous title for motorbooks the majority of which have been manuals for touring specific locations or general how to tour by motorcycle books he has also produced 9 documentary dvds on the same subject but until now nothing in print has encompassed the entirety of his worldwide motorcycle adventures now for the first time he has written his on the road autobiography that captures the whole of his extraordinary travels in words and images down and out in patagonia kamchatka and timbuktu tells the amazing ongoing story of dr frazier one of the world s single most well traveled motorcyclists

Inside the Belly of an Elephant

2023-10-17

in 1999 todd lawson s brother sean died tragically of preventable cerebral malaria at the end of a motorcycle adventure through southern africa it left todd with a hole in his heart and in his life wracked with guilt over their joint decision to forgo antimalarial drugs and his own failure to grasp the gravity of the early signs of sean s ultimately fatal disease todd gets on with life but remains adrift until he meets christina a soulmate and like minded traveller together they embark on an audacious motorcycle trip in honour of sean s vagabond spirit embracing his preferred method of travel two wheels no technology all adventure riding from their home in whistler bc
they sprinkle sean’s ashes carried back to canada from africa inside the belly of a
carved wooden elephant throughout every country in the americas although the 19 month
23 country odyssey delivers healing for todd and unparalleled off the beaten path
adventure for the couple the biggest revelation of all is that they can’t stop there they
must return to africa to experience the continent as the brothers had this time however there will be a purpose delivering mosquito nets to vulnerable families suffering the ravages of malaria in isolated villages where nets are otherwise unavailable what begins as a way to truly honour the legacy of sean becomes an arms open exploration into the beauty of the natural world and the people living closest to it bitterly poignant inside the belly of an elephant takes readers on a full throttle
adventure of spontaneity that wheels from harrowing tragedy to uplifting narratives that illuminate the power we all possess to rise up from the dark depths of the human condition

Independent Pasts
2009-10-15

independent pasts has a very large range of appeal it is a must read for all motorcycle
enthusiasts as well as an insightful look at the process necessary to patch up
relationships that have wandered off track the mother of the author insists that it
tells an important story of the importance of good strong adult male relationships in a
healthy way guaranteed to make you laugh out loud and shed a soft tear this adventure
filled memoir is an easy read that you will not want to put down

Valhalla and the Fjšrd : A Spiritual Motorcycle Journey through the History of Strangford Lough
2014

biking is much more than getting to places on two wheels this book is an account of a
spiritual and cathartic journey in self examination as for many bikers the closeness
they feel to their surroundings verges on the spiritual strangford lough is blessed
with phenomenal a and b biking roads and has along its shores 7000 years of history
visible at almost every turn the small slow paced towns transport one back in time as a
previous director of archaeological excavations the author has both researched and
published on the history of these sites and monuments at the same time he has sought to
explore the feelings evoked by the tangible aura that the sites exude many travel books
involve round the world or continental travels and are influenced by the likes of ted
simon and sam manicom these exploits are beyond the means of many however this book
demonstrates there is much to explore within ireland and the british isles let’s start
closer to home

Two Fingers on the Jugular
2019-01-22

the russian far east that most remote of regions on this earth is also home to the
notorious road of bones few people have travelled there and those who do usually travel
in groups on well prepared bikes wikivoyage says this about the region the kolyma
highway is one of the most dangerous roads in the world independent travel there is a
serious adventure with the very real possibility of death the area is essentially
lawless undeveloped barely populated and unbelievably remote every year dozens of
people die in the region from drowning freezing car accidents starvation tick borne
encephalitis alcohol poisoning fires crime wild animals or they just disappear lawrence
bransby award winning author and motorcycle adventurer in his latest journey across
russia the whole way this time rode the road of bones twice alone on an old dr350 that
had been stored in a shed in kyrgyzstan for two years two fingers on the jugular is the
story of this three month 20 000km journey told in the intimate style that has
characterised all his previous adventure travel books

Blowing North
2021-11-15

javier gregorini traveled the entire american continent on his motorcycle leaving
argentina and reaching alaska and then returning to his destination a unique and
unparalleled journey an adventure that he began the same day he quit his job
began to live his dream he is a young man from the west of the province of buenos aires adventurous passionate and determined throughout a year he traveled unique paths unforgettable countries and met hundreds of people all gathered in a digital anecdote blog that he now decided to print with the edition of this issue here dear adventurous reader you will have the fortune of traveling with javier on his journey of remembering what he experienced like that day that he had breakfast in honduras had lunch in el salvador and had dinner in guatemala of the nights in tents fire stations and friendly houses thousands of kilometers hundreds of anecdotes and an adventure that will mark him for life because dreams are there to chase challenge and fulfill

Don't Ask Any Old Bloke for Directions

2009

exploring a karmic network in 25 320 kilometres after twenty years in the indian administrative service p g tenzing throws off the staid life of a bureaucrat to roar across india on an enfield thunderbird travelling light with his possessions strapped on the back of his bike on the nine month motorcycle journey without a pre planned route or direction he encounters acquaintances which appear to be from his karmic past from the roadside barber to numerous waiters and mechanics fleeting human interactions and connections that seem pre ordained life on the road is full of pot holes in more ways than one but tenzing acquires a wheelie’s sixth sense he is unfazed by suspicious hotel receptionists or other unkarmic sceptics who take one look at his dishevelled unkempt appearance and ask for an advance or a deposit or both tenzing’s views on life and death friendship and love are informed by a certain dark humour but his conviction that everything revolves around the sacred bond that humans share with each other and with the universe is deeply felt and inspiring sometime singer with a gangtok band a dabbler in vipassana meditation and a supporter of a monk’s school at mangan sikkim p g tenzing is self confessedly at a mid life crisis point and ready for all the adventures this world has to offer

The Wakhan Corridor: a Motorcycle Journey Into Central Asia

2017-07-09

the road to koki jar is fine but at the end of the trip both the car and the driver will be destroyed advice from a local well it wasn’t a car it was bikes a kle500 and a ktm990 and by the end of the trip the kle was pretty much trashed on their 3rd epic trip together lawrence bransby and his son gareth head for the notorious pamir highway the second highest highway in the world tucked deep in the pamir mountains of central asia for those in the know this area has roads and tracks that can be defined as motorcycle adventure travel at its best and it didn’t disappoint add to this river crossings landslides minefields heavy snow and with afghanistan sometimes a mere twenty metres to your right this road is what adventure bike riding is all about there is no easy route to kalaikhum either way will turn into a goat track or a muddy quagmire with the road climbing to altitude and clinging to the side of a cliff face and you’ll not avoid a river crossing either landslides are almost as common as river crossings it takes you out of your comfort zone completely to regions where english is not spoken where the writing is completely unintelligible where you cannot afford to be ill or injured where freedom of movement is restricted and political stability can be a smokescreen it’s an unpredictable road journey extremes abound whether it’s the late winters and snowbound passes or natural disasters such as landslides and earthquakes what more could you ask for kevin and julia sanders the world’s great adventure motorcycle routes if you enjoyed there are no fat people in morocco and venture into russia three motorcycle journeys you’ll love this third adventure motorcycle travelogue by lawrence bransby lawrence bransby now lives in manchester after retiring from a lifetime of teaching in his spare time indulges his passion for long distance motorcycle travel and kayaking

Zero to Sixty

1999-04

a ten thousand mile journey on the back of a harley takes the author of winterdance through the unexplored country of his own heart and life

2023-09-10
America

2003-11

this book recounts the days of a motorcycle journey through 33 states and 3 countries during 1972 based on a diary of countless fun harsh scary and comical moments the reader rides with jack and i from one end of the usa to the other a boyhood dream was put into motion by a flag draped coffin of jfk now the flags are flying again and i want to share the beauty of america through the national parks and historical sites of america baby boomers motorcycle riders travelers or anyone who wants to escape for a few hours will enjoy the nostalgic flavor of comparing gas prices to references of the feel of the country and just wandering what happens next the trip ends after 53 days but the journey lives on

The Motorcycle Diaries

2004

this is the special movie tie in edition of che guevara s youthful travel diaries to coincide with the fall movie release

The Long Way Home

2008

50 years after a motorcycle enthusiast began his 25 000 mile journey he realized that his daily journal would make an interesting retrospective book on life in simpler times instead of flying home at the end of world war ii and the korean war the author purchased a motorcycle and headed east nine months 23 countries 1 000 photographs and 685 journal pages later he completed his journey and the experience of a lifetime as he took the long way home

1 Woman, 1 Motorbike, 1 Year...

2017-05-04

a solo motorcycle journey that took danell lynn through all 50 states and canada on a triumph bonneville and broke a guinness world record this is the raw blog book version of the story as she rode and experienced the ups and downs she blogged this is a collection of the stories written from the road over 53 000 miles of open road out running weather crashing on ice navigating forest service road 3 iron butts 1 gwr 1 ama long rider award and so much more enjoy the ride

The Great Ride of China

2018-03-16

the great ride of china a visual journey is a photo book documenting one couple s 146 day adventure around china on a single motorbike through images and three short stories the reader is taken on an unfiltered journey across this multi faceted country with its five thousand year history and caught at a time of unprecedented economic change

Jupiter's Travels in Camera

2013-11-01

for four years during the 1970s ted simon rode a motorcycle around the world something no one had ever done before he described his adventures first in regular bulletins for the sunday times and then after his return in jupiter s travels a book that has become revered as a classic of travel writing published by penguin jupiter s travels has sold nearly a million copies in the intervening years and has remained in print throughout that time remaining a strong seller even today ted simon took a decent slr camera on the trip but only a handful of his several thousand color photographs were included in jupiter s travels these are now included in the book published to coincide with the 40th anniversary of his ground breaking trip
Slow & Easy Does It

2018-04-03

Are you seeking for a book that is both entertaining and informative for your children aged 4 to 8? Slow and easy does it a motorbike’s journey to safe riding is a wonderfully illustrated children’s book about Bruce a young motorcycle that wants to travel fast and far but learns the value of being patient, confident, careful, and safe when learning something new. Your children will learn essential life skills while having fun with Bruce through amusing rhymes and captivating illustrations. Slow and easy does it is the ideal book for teaching your children key qualities like safety, patience, and confidence in a fun and enjoyable way. It’s an excellent addition to any early reader book collection and it’s ideal for bedtime stories or reading aloud to young children. Buy your kids an electronic copy of Slow and easy does it a motorbike’s journey to safe riding today and take them on an experience they won’t forget. Let children accompany Bruce on his adventure to safe riding while learning essential lessons that will last a lifetime.

Motociclistas Con Dos Cojones

2016-09-12

Motociclistas con dos cojones is the tale of an intercontinental bike trip across the western hemisphere traveling from Dubai to Devon, and from Argentina to Alaska, as well as a two-wheeled travel epic. It is also the story of personal growth and development for the author; an honest, engaging, and personal account of an exhilarating motorcycle adventure across the Middle East, Europe, and the Americas despite dealing with challenging road and off-road conditions. Wildlife, local law enforcement, crashes, bureaucracy, and occasional terrible coffee. The author just keeps on going throughout to complete this amazing two-wheeled odyssey with a keen eye for detail, a refreshing openness to meeting new people along the way. The author has totally committed Con dos cojones to completing this journey to the very end as soon as you start reading, you will have the same unswerving motivation to complete this page-turning book covering 26 countries and more than 30,000 miles. David B. Jones weaves a rich narrative tapestry from the characters of his travel companions, the cultures, and the people he meets along the way, preferring to take the paths least trodden. Wherever possible, this book provides fresh and original perspectives on each of the countries and regions visited. The author is a keen biker who has owned a wide variety of modern and classic bikes both on road and off-road models. David has never owned a car and has adapted George Orwell’s famous maxim from Animal Farm as his personal motto; two wheels good, four wheels bad. He also subscribes to the ride to work philosophy. Motociclistas con dos cojones combines his passions for bikes, travel, and writing and the enthusiasm and excitement come through the writing on each page. You don’t have to be a biker to find this book enjoyable and accessible as it is aimed at anyone who enjoys travel writing and the inspiration to push your own personal boundaries to get out there and personally connect with the wide world.

Tina and the Blue Bear

2019-04-08

The best book I’ve ever written, Paul Emery, adventurer and first-time writer. I did adventures here and there, but I longed to do something big and scary like Ranulph Fiennes had done when he went to the poles. This desire sat in me like an unbalanced weight, giving me a sense that I had to always keep moving and if I didn’t do something bad would happen. I didn’t know what that bad thing was, maybe it was a fear to be alone with just my thoughts, but I was always on the go. A big expedition like riding a motorcycle unsupported around the world on my own might quell this urge and help me find some peace and let me have my own stories to share rather than basking in the light of others’ except from the book 26,000 kilometers, 13 countries, 19 times zones in 93 days after only one night away. Paul felt ready to set out and ride his motorcycle Tina around the world from knife fights in Siberia to jail time in Kazakhstan. Paul quickly learnt the meaning of adventure after arriving back home in England, Paul recounts his tales of fear, looking for home, and ultimately facing himself on one of the greatest adventures ever told.
**Timeless On The Silk Road**

2010-04-08

After riding her motorcycle across Africa, Heather Ellis is faced with a choice: go on one last adventure or wait for the inevitable. Diagnosed with HIV in London in 1995 when she took the test for a Russian visa, 'Timeless on the Silk Road' is the story of what happens next. What unfolds is a journey of courage, hardship, and immense natural beauty as she rides along the fabled Silk Roads of antiquity, infused with a deep spiritual power. It is a story that leaves the reader considering their own time less journey called life it's more than just a long motorcycle trip. "The road maybe silk but it is far from smooth," Ted Simon demands. "Timeless on the Silk Road" was published in 2010 and tells the story of a motorcycle odyssey across Africa. It has been a bestseller on Amazon and has received an award for one of the best motorcycling books and one of the best Ubuntu books of all time by BookAuthority. I was enthralled by every page, Cheryl Strayed, Heather Ellis, com.

**Motorcycle Adventurer**

The longest, most difficult, and most perilous motorcycle journey ever attempted by the bicycling world and motorcycle review anyone who desires to diverge from the beaten path and visit points that may be of peculiar interest to them personally. The motorcycle is undoubtedly the only satisfactory means of travel, even in Syracuse Herald's opinion. "One must die sometime and to die with one's boots on is very noble," Carl Stearns Clancy wrote in his travelogue, "The Motorcycle Adventurer," original version authored by Clancy, the travel dreamer thirsting for motorcycle touring. Clancy circled the globe during 1912-1913 on a 1912 motorcycle. There were no GPSs, ATMs, Internet, and often no gas roads or motorcycle repair shops. It describes the first motorcycle global adventure ride by the man who survived a dream quest with his gun determination, grit, and guts. Edited by Dr. Gregory W. Frazier, America's 1 Extreme Motorcycle Adventurer, he has raced, ridden, and repaired motorcycles over 1,000,000 miles and five times around the world. Bestselling author, journalist, film producer, and professional photographer, Frazier's work includes 14 books and 10 films. He says of motorcycle adventures, "I hate adventure that involves snakes or sharks."
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